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Matt Dodson reports to the Colorado base of the Interplanetary Patrol, a new
cadet with a fierce desire to become a member of the Patrol, which for over a
century has kept the peace throughout the Solar System. Matt and fellow cadets
soon leave the Earth base for training on Terra Station, where they learn, among
other things, astrogation, survival skills, alien languages and how to maneuver in
outer space. Matt loves the Patrol and finds, upon returning for a visit to his
family in Iowa, that his real "home" is no longer on Earth.

When a call for help comes from a ship stranded on Venus, Matt is among the
cadets chosen to accompany the Patrol Captain on this rescue mission. What they
discover after they land on Venus is not what they expected… The cadets and
their captain are taken prisoner, and the "rescue" signal came from Matt's old
nemesis. Matt and his fellow cadets must learn to negotiate with the Venusians
after their Captain is seriously injured. What seemed like a short and exciting
adventure to another planet becomes a grueling experience, and the cadets'
diplomatic as well as engineering skills and ingenuity are sorely tested.

Robert A. Heinlein's wit and exuberance are on full display here. Published in
1948, long before other writers even imagined cellphones or hydraulic mattresses
(waterbeds), readers can enjoy the lively dialog and inventiveness that are
hallmarks of Heinlein's work.

"Not only America's premier writer of speculative fiction, but the greatest writer
of such fiction in the world … [Heinlein] remains today as a sort of trademark for
all that is finest in American imaginative fiction."
- Stephen King

"There is no other writer whose work has exhilarated me as often and to such an
extent as Heinlein."
- Dean Koontz

"One of the most influential writers in American Literature."
- The New York Times Book Review

"Heinlein wears imagination as though it were his private suit of clothes."
- The New York Times
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"Heinlein… has the ability to see technologies just around the bend. That,
combined with his outstanding skill as a writer and engineer-inventor, produces
books that are often years ahead of their time."
- The Philadelphia Inquirer

"One of the grand masters of science fiction."
- The Wall Street Journal

about the author:
Robert A. Heinlein (1907-1988), often called the Science Fiction Grand Master,
was the author of such ground-breaking novels as STARSHIP TROOPERS, RED
PLANET, STRANGER IN A STRANGE LAND and THE MOON IS A HARSH
MISTRESS. He is generally considered the greatest and most influential science
fiction writer of the twentieth century. In addition to being a bestselling author,
Heinlein's novels won 4 Hugo awards, 3 "retro Hugo" awards, and the first
"Grand Master Award" from the Science Fiction Writers of America.
www.virginiaedition.com
http://heinleinarchives.net
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… [Heinlein] remains today as a sort of trademark for all that is finest in American imaginative fiction."
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"One of the most influential writers in American Literature."
- The New York Times Book Review

"Heinlein wears imagination as though it were his private suit of clothes."
- The New York Times

"Heinlein… has the ability to see technologies just around the bend. That, combined with his outstanding
skill as a writer and engineer-inventor, produces books that are often years ahead of their time."
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"One of the grand masters of science fiction."
- The Wall Street Journal
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Editorial Review

Review

"The lively story of a group of boys--Matt and Tex, from Terra; Oscar, from Venus; Pierre, from one of
Jupiter's moons; and others--who train to uphold the peace of the solar system. This account of their training
and their subsequent adventures is good, colorful fiction by an author who can write it ably and
entertainingly."
--Chicago Tribune on Space Cadet
"Throughout the story there is a constant stream of Heinlein's noted wit and satire, superbly told . . . The
Hugo Award committee need look no further."
--San Francisco Chronicle on Glory Road

"Heinlein...wrote adventure stories grounded in credible scientific speculation. Even the wonderful stories
collected here feature his trademark cool reasoning. . . .Superb stories - old friends, really - that are well
worth the book's price."
--Booklist on The Fantasies of Robert A. Heinlein

"Good, colorful fiction by an author who can write it ably and entertainingly." (Chicago Tribune)

From the Publisher
Like many people, I go way, way back with Heinlein. My very favorite book (and one that stands out in my
mind--and with much affection--to this day) is Tunnel in the Sky. I really, really wanted to go off to explore
new worlds with a covered wagon and horses, like the hero does at the very end of the book. But one of the
nice things about Robert Heinlein is that he's got something for everyone. One of my best friends has a
different favorite: Podkayne of Mars. Go figure.
                        --Shelly Shapiro, Executive Editor

From the Inside Flap
Only the best and brightest -- the strongest and the most courageous -- ever managed to become Space
Cadets. They were the elite guard of the solar system, accepting missions others feared, taking risks no
others dared, and upholding the peace of the solar system for the benefit of all.
But before Matt could earn his rightful place in the ranks, his mettle would be tested in the most severe and
extraordinary ways -- ways that would change him forever but would still not prepare him for the alien
treacheries that awaited him on strange worlds far beyond his own.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Ricardo Hayward:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important behave, like
looking for your favorite book and reading a guide. Beside you can solve your problem; you can add your
knowledge by the publication entitled Space Cadet. Try to make the book Space Cadet as your pal. It means
that it can to become your friend when you sense alone and beside those of course make you smarter than in
the past. Yeah, it is very fortuned in your case. The book makes you a lot more confidence because you can



know anything by the book. So , let's make new experience and also knowledge with this book.

Audra Yoder:

Book will be written, printed, or illustrated for everything. You can learn everything you want by a reserve.
Book has a different type. As it is known to us that book is important issue to bring us around the world.
Next to that you can your reading proficiency was fluently. A e-book Space Cadet will make you to become
smarter. You can feel much more confidence if you can know about almost everything. But some of you
think in which open or reading a new book make you bored. It's not make you fun. Why they may be thought
like that? Have you in search of best book or acceptable book with you?

David Myers:

This Space Cadet are usually reliable for you who want to be considered a successful person, why. The
explanation of this Space Cadet can be one of several great books you must have will be giving you more
than just simple looking at food but feed a person with information that possibly will shock your previous
knowledge. This book is handy, you can bring it all over the place and whenever your conditions at e-book
and printed people. Beside that this Space Cadet giving you an enormous of experience such as rich
vocabulary, giving you trial run of critical thinking that we understand it useful in your day exercise. So ,
let's have it and luxuriate in reading.

Mattie Priest:

In this age globalization it is important to someone to get information. The information will make
professionals understand the condition of the world. The healthiness of the world makes the information
quicker to share. You can find a lot of personal references to get information example: internet, classifieds,
book, and soon. You can view that now, a lot of publisher which print many kinds of book. The particular
book that recommended for your requirements is Space Cadet this publication consist a lot of the information
from the condition of this world now. This particular book was represented just how can the world has grown
up. The language styles that writer make usage of to explain it is easy to understand. Typically the writer
made some exploration when he makes this book. This is why this book suitable all of you.
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